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Datafication
 Datafy a phenomenon
◦ Put a phenomenon in a quantified format so it can be 
tabulated and analyzed.

 What can be datafy?
◦ Words

◦ Geo-location

◦ Interactions

◦ Voices

◦ Gestures

◦ ……

 Problem:
◦ How to extract data from the unlikeliest of places.
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Datafication

◦ Example: 

◦ A Japanese team convert backsides 
into data by measuring the pressure 
at 360 different points from sensors 
in a car seat and indexing each point 
on a scale from zero to 256.

◦ This system can distinguish people 
with 98%, and later this technology 
is being developed as an anti-theft 
system in cars by recognizing if the 
driver is the car owner.8/8/2013 4



Quantifying the world

 Datafication made it possible to 
replicate human activity.

◦ An architect can reproduce a building 
with records of dimensions, design 
chart and materials.

◦ Quantification enabled prediction and 
thus planning.
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Quantifying the world

 Mathematics gave new meaning to 
data
◦ ---- It could now be analyzed, not 
just recorded and retrieved.

 The arrival of computers brought 
digital measuring and storage 
devices that datafying vastly more 
efficient.

 It also greatly enabled 
mathematical analysis of data to 
uncover its hidden value.8/8/2013 6



When words become data

 Google use some technology to 
recognize letters, words, 
sentences, and paragraphs from a 
digital image.

 Datafication made text indexable
and thus searchable.
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When words become data

 Transforming words into data 
unleashes numerous use.

◦ by humans for reading.

◦ by machines for analysis.

 Machine-translation service.

◦ It could be treat translation as a 
giant math problem, with the computer 
figuring out probabilities to 
determine what word best substitutes 
for another between languages.
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When location becomes data

 The geo-location of nature, 
objects, and people of course 
constitutes information.

 Methods and tools

◦ GPS and other satellite systems.

◦ Google’s street view cars collected 
wifi router information as they 
snapped photos.

◦ Apple’s iphone is also gathering 
location and wifi data and sending 
back to Apple.
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When interaction become 
data
 Personal data: our relationships, 
experience, and moods---- “Social 
Graph”

 Facebook connected through over 
100 billion friendships, which is 
more than 10% total world 
population.

 Datafication is not just about 
rendering attitudes and sentiments 
into an analyzed form, but human 
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When interaction become 
data
 “Information about information”.
◦ The metadata associated with each 
posted information is rich.

◦ Metadata includes user’s language, 
geo-location, the number and names of 
people they follow and those who 
follow them.

◦ In one study, reported that people’s 
moods followed similar daily and 
weekly patterns across cultures 
around the world.8/8/2013 11
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Value

 With big data, the value of data is 
changing. Data’s value shifts from 
its primary use to its potential 
future use.

 Unlike material things, data’s 
value doesn’t diminish when it is 
used.

◦ Amazon can use data from past 
transactions when making 
recommendations– and use it repeatedly, 
not only for the customer who generated 
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The “Option value” of 
data
 This means the system takes 
information generated for one 
purpose and reuses it for another.

 Primary use:
 The car’s battery indicator tells when to 
fill gas.

 Power grid usage data is for manage the 
stability of grid.

 Secondary use:
 Determine when and where to recharge, and 
where to build electric-vehicle service 
stations. 8/8/2013 14



The reuse of data

 The value in data’s reuse is good 
news for organizations that collect 
or control large datasets but 
currently make little use of them.

 A classic example of data’s 
innovative reuse is search terms. 
Old queries can be extraordinarily 
valuable.

 SWIFT, the global interbank system, 
offer GDP forecasts based on fund 
transfer data passing over its 
network. 8/8/2013 15



Recombinant data

 We can do innovative things by 
commingling data in new ways.

 With big data, the sum is more 
valuable than its parts, and when 
we combine the sums of multiple 
datasets together, the sum too is 
worth more than its individual 
ingredients.
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The value of data exhaust

 Data exhaust is another way of 
reuse, which treats each discrete 
interaction as a signal to use as 
feedback.
◦ It is the mechanism behind many services 
like voice recognition, spam filters, 
language translation.

 When users indicate to a voice-
recognition program that it has 
misunderstood what they said, they 
in effect “train” the system to 
get better. 8/8/2013 17



The value of open data

 Government are the original 
gatherers of information on a mass 
scale. Many people call for  “open 
government data”

 A website FlyOnTime.us shows how 
likely bad weather will delay 
flights at a particular airport, 
from the information amassed by the 
federal government.

 This shows an entity that does not 
collect or control information 
flows, like search engine or big 
retailer, can still obtain and use 
data to create value.
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Thank you!
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